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Background 
 
The first sutras weren’t written until the first century BCE, two or three hundred years after the 
Buddha’s passing. Before then it was completely an oral tradition. 
 
Zen Buddhism is within Mahayana Buddhism. Mu Soeng wrote in his book Diamond Sutra that 
“Mahayana also sought a new model of religious aspiration in that it advocated and glorified 
the path of the bodhisattva, the aspiration to full Buddhahood for the welfare of others, and 
saw itself as a path available to anyone, whether and monk or lay person.”  
 
There are two important “schools” in Mahayana Buddhism, Madhyamaka and Yogacara. The 
Madhyamaka school has emphasis on emptiness (sunyata) and the Yogacara school emphasizes 
consciousness (e.g., mind only). Yogacara was the theme of the last Kyol Che. The Diamond 
Sutra was influenced by the Madhyamaka school. Madhyamaka means Middle Way. 
 
The first Mahayana sutras started appearing in at the beginning of the common era, about 500 
years after the Buddha’s passing. They were nearly all written in Sanskrit, indicating their Indian 
origin, and were later translated into Chinese and Tibetan. 
 
Prajnaparamita Sutras 
 
Mu Soeng’s book Diamond Sutra has a good summary on the roll-out of the Prajnaparamita 
Sutras: 
 

“Buddhist scholarship generally agree that the Prajnaparamita sutras represent the earliest 
layer of Mahayana sutra literature. Conze has distinguished four phases of development. 
 
1. 100 B.C. to 100 C.E. This period is characterized by the formation and composition of the 

basic text. The oldest text form this period is the Ashtasahasrika or the Prajnaparamita 
in Eight Thousand Verses. 

2. 100 C.E. to 300 C.E. In this period the basic texts are expanded. The Shatasahasrika 
sutra (100,000 verses), the Panchavimshatisahasrika Sutra (25,000 verses), and the 
Ashtadashaahasrika Sutra (18,000 verses) belong to this period. 

3. 300 C.E. to 500 C.E. This period is characterized by the restatement of the basic ideas in 
short sutras on the one hand and versified summaries of the other. The Vajrachedika 
Prajnaparamita Sutra (the Diamond Sutra, also known as the Prajnaparamita in Three 
Hundred Verses) and the Hridaya Prajnaparamita Sutra (Heart Sutra) belong to this 
period. 



4. 500 C.E. to 1200 C.E. This period is characterized by the influence of the tantras, 
evidence of magical elements in the sutras and their usage. An example from this period 
is the Adhyardhashatika Prajnaparamita Sutra (150 verses).” 

 
The 8,000 verse text is presented in two forms, once in verse and once in prose. For early 
Mahayana Sutras that was typical. The poem versions (verse) were usually written earlier, and 
in all cases they have been revised less than those in prose. 
 
This Kyol Che the theme is our chants. Why do we chant? Many reasons: together action, as a 
form of meditation, ritual, for all beings. Why did they chant, before the sutras were written? 
Same as us, and, additionally, since it was an oral tradition, the teachings had to be passed 
down by memory. Chanting is an excellent technique for memorizing a teaching. There were 
many professional memorizers in the Sangha back then, by necessity. The exhortations to 
memorize and recite to others that is in the sutra is no doubt partly driven by necessity to 
maintain the oral tradition. I’m grateful for printed books and the internet! 
 
The Diamond Sutra 
 
     The oldest printed book in existence is the Diamond Sutra. The Dunhuang cave copy (see Fig. 
1 to see the beginning of the scroll) of the sutra bears the date 868 AD. Woodblock printed 
onto seven sheets of 2½-foot-long, one-foot-wide sheets of paper then pasted together into 
one 16-foot-long scroll.  
 
 

 
Fig. 1 Dunhuang cave Diamond Sutra 



 
 
Reading from Red Pine’s translation/commentary of The Diamond Sutra: 
 

ONE: Thus have I heard: Once the Bhagavan was dwelling near Shravasti at 
Anathapindada Garden in Jeta Forest together with the full assembly of 1250 bhikshus 
and a great many fearless bodhisattvas. 
     One day before noon, the Bhagavan put on his patched robe and picked up his bowl 
and entered the capital of Shravasti for offerings. After begging for food in the city and 
eating his meal of rice, he returned from his daily round in the afternoon, put his robe 
and bowl away, washed his feet, and sat down on the appointed seat. After crossing his 
legs and adjusting his body, he turned his awareness to what was before him. 
     A number of bhikshus then came up to where the Bhagavan was sitting. After 
touching their heads to his feet, they walked around him to the right three times and sat 
down to one side. 

 
TWO: On this occasion, the venerable Subhuti was also present in the assembly. Rising 
from his seat, he uncovered on shoulder and touched his right knee to the ground. 
Pressing his palms together and bowing to the Buddha, he said: “It is rare Bhagavan, 
how the Tathagata, the Arhan, the Fully-Enlightened One entrusts fearless bodhisattvas 
with the greatest of trusts. 
     Even so, Bhagavan, if a noble son or daughter should set forth on the bodhisattva 
path, how should they stand, how should they walk, and how should they control their 
thoughts?” 
     The Buddha told the venerable Subhuti, “Well said, Subhuti. Well said. So it is, 
Subhuti. It is as you say. The Tathagata blesses fearless bodhisattvas with the best of 
blessings and entrusts fearless bodhisattvas with the greatest of trusts. You should 
therefore truly listen, Subhuti, and consider this well. I shall tell you how those who set 
forth on the bodhisattva path should stand, how they should walk, and how they should 
control their thoughts.” 
     The venerable Subhuti answered, “May it be so, Bhagavan,“ and gave his full 
attention. 
 

What have we seen so far? In chapter one the Buddha got ready to go begging for food 
(begging was traditional for all the bhikshus, another name for monks), came back and washed 
his feet, and sat and turned his attention to what was before him. Then Subhuti asks “how 
should they stand, how should they walk, and how should they control their thoughts?” On 
their begging rounds the Buddha was just seen standing and walking and begging for alms. A 
typical day in the life of a bhikshu (another word for ‘monk’). Buddha had already 
demonstrated how to stand and walk. But Subhuti’s question about how to keep their 
thoughts, that hasn’t been answered yet (they’re not mind readers, after all). 

 
THREE: The Buddha said to him, “Subhuti, those who would now set forth on the 
bodhisattva path should thus give birth to this thought: “However many beings there 



are in whatever realms of being might exist, whether they are born from an egg or born 
from a womb, born from the water or born from the air, whether they have form or no 
form, whether they have perception or no perception or neither perception nor no 
perception, in whatever conceivable realm of being one might conceive of beings, in the 
realm of complete nirvana I shall liberate them all. And though I thus liberate countless 
beings, not a single being is liberated.’  
     “And why not? Subhuti, a bodhisattva who creates the perception of a being cannot 
be called a ‘bodhisattva.’ And why not? Subhuti, no one can be called a bodhisattva who 
creates the perception of a self or who creates the perception of a being, a life, or a 
soul.” 
 

The sutra just gave a Prajnaparamita answer to Subhuti’s question about thoughts. The Buddha 
says what he’s thinking: “I shall liberate them all. And though I thus liberate countless beings, 
not a single being is liberated.”  
 
The Diamond Sutra has a few themes, and one that often first comes to mind is, in Sanskrit, 
sunyata, often translated as emptiness. If it weren’t for emptiness, Buddha wouldn’t have said 
“And though I thus liberate countless beings, not a single being is liberated.”  
 
Buddha then said you can’t be called a bodhisattva if you have the perception of a self, a being, 
a life, or a soul. First on that list is self. Having an idea of a self that exists in some absolute way 
is a mistaken view that causes much suffering (dukkha).  The great Hwadu (zen question) in our 
tradition is “what am I?”; it directly attacks that problem of a perception of self. Dogen wrote 
“to study the Buddha Way is to study the self. To study the self is to forget the self.” No 
perception of self. 

FOUR: “Moreover, Subhuti, when bodhisattvas gives a gift, they should not be attached 
to a thing. When they give a gift, they should not be attached to anything at all. They 
should not be attached to a sight when they give a gift. Nor should they be attached to a 
sound, a smell, a taste, a touch, or a dharma when they give a gift. Thus, Subhuti, 
fearless bodhisattvas should give a give without being attached to the perception of an 
object. And why? Subhuti, the body of merit of those bodhisattvas who give a gift 
without being attached is not easy to measure. What do you think, Subhuti, is the space 
to the east easy to measure?” 
     Subhuti replied, “No, it is not, Bhagavan.” 
     The Buddha said, “Likewise is the space to the south, to the west, to the north, in 
between, above, below, or in any of the ten directions easy to measure?” 
     Subhuti replied, “No, it is not, Bhagavan.” 
     The Buddha said, “So it is, Subhuti. The body of merit of those bodhisattvas who give 
a gift without being attached is not easy to measure. Thus, Subhuti, those who set forth 
on the bodhisattva path should give a gift without being attached to the perception of 
an object.” 
 



Giving is one of the six paramitas. A very important and fundamental practice from the very 
first teachings of the Buddha. We vow every day to save them all. That’s giving! Here the 
Buddha talks of giving without being attached to the perception of an object. From the point of 
view of emptiness, what is there to be attached to anyway? Grasping at vapors. Giver, gift and 
recipient are all ultimately empty, and should be perceived that way. 
 

FIVE: “What do you think, Subhuti, can the Tathagata be seen by means of the 
possession of attributes?” 
     Subhuti replied, “No, indeed, Bhagavan, the Tathagata cannot be seen by means of 
the possession of attributes. And why not? Bhagavan, what the Tathagata says is the 
possession of attributes is no possession of attributes.” 
     This having been said, the Buddha told the venerable Subhuti, “Since the possession 
of attributes is an illusion, Subhuti, and no possession of attributes is no illusion, by 
means of attributes that are no attributes the Tathagata can, indeed, be seen. 
 
THIRTEEN: This having been said, the venerable Subhuti asked, “Bhagavan, what is the 
name of this dharma teaching, and how should we remember it? 
     The Buddha told the venerable Subhuti, “The name of this dharma teaching, Subhuti, 
is the Perfection of Wisdom. Thus should you remember it. And how so? Subhuti, what 
the Tathagata says is the perfection of wisdom, the Tathagata says is no perfection. Thus 
it is called the ‘perfection of wisdom.’ 
     “Subhuti, what do you think? Is there any such dharma spoken by the Tathagata?” 
     Subhuti said, “No, indeed, Bhagavan. There is no such dharma spoken by the 
Tathagata.” 
     The Buddha said, “Subhuti, what do you think? Are all the specs of dust in the billion-
world-system of a universe many?” 
     Subhuti said, “Many, Bhagavan. The specks of dust are many, Sugata. And how so? 
Because, Bhagavan, what the Tathagata says is a speck of dust, Bhagavan, the Tathagata 
says is no speck. Thus it is called a ‘spec of dust.’ And what the Tathagata says is a world-
system, the Tathagata says in no system. Thus it is called a ‘world system.’” 

     
Zen Master Seung Sahn introduced a teaching device he called the Zen Circle (figure 2). We use 
the Zen Circle to describe our thinking minds. At 180 is emptiness, the before thinking mind. 
 



 
 

Fig. 2 The Zen Circle 
 

The sutra said “what the Tathagata says is a world-system, the Tathagata says is no system. 
Thus it is called a ‘world system.” How does that map to the Zen Circle?  

 
The first mention of “world-system” is at 360 degrees, truth world (if it was an unenlightened 
person saying it instead, it would be at 0 degrees instead). When he says “no system” he is 
referring to 180 degrees, emptiness. The Buddha isn’t attached to emptiness…he practices the 
Middle Way…so he then says, “Thus it is called a ‘world system,’” which is at 360. 

 
What is this Middle Way that is so important here? It is the merging of relative truth and 
absolute truth, a merging of not 1 and not 2. The interbeing of absolute and relative. Spacious 
awareness.  
 
During interviews with our teachers we’ve all been taught to hit the floor as a way to express 
180 degrees (Zen Master Seung Shan referred to expressing 180 as “become one like this”). Our 
teachers have also taught us that when we’ve caught ourselves thinking dualistically, to “hit the 
reset button,” a reference to expressing emptiness by hitting the floor. Hit the reset button and 
return to balance, to spacious awareness. 

 
There is a wonderful poem by the third patriarch titled “Trust in Mind” that has a stanza with a 
slogan that can be used as a technique for hitting the reset button.  
 

 



In this world of suchness 
there is neither self nor other-than-self. 
To come directly into harmony with this reality, 
just simply say when doubt arises, “Not two.” 
 

When I find myself being dualistic when spacious awareness is appropriate, sometimes I think 
or say “not two.” I’ve heard of other reset techniques, e.g., “flash the absolute.” 
 
Being attached to relative truth is a hindrance, but so is an attachment to the absolute. The 
prajnaparamita teaches that emptiness itself is empty. What do you do with a great emptiness 
experience? Let it go… (or how about “throw it away”!)  
 
Zen master Seung Sahn used to give out a short document to some of his early students 
summarizing the Buddhist teachings. It was called “the compass of zen.” One page of it is 
devoted to the Diamond Sutra. Zen Master Jeong Ji was given a copy by Zen Master Seung Song 
(figure 3 is a picture of the Diamond Sutra page of the copy given to Zen Master Jeong Ji).  
 
The Compass of Zen has now been published as a much larger book, but each chapter begins 
with the old Chinese characters from the original compass of Zen, with a more recent 
translation of those characters. The updated translation reads: 
 

All appearance is delusion. 
If you view all appearance as non-appearance, 
Then that view is your true nature. 
Do not become attached to any thoughts that arise in the mind. 
If you see form as the Absolute, if you search out the Absolute with you voice, 
You are practicing the wrong path, and you cannot see your true self. 
All compound things are like a dream, a phantom, a bubble or a reflection. 
They are like dew or lightning. Thus you should view them. 

 



 
Fig. 3 Picture of Zen Master Jeong Ji’s copy of the compass of Zen 

 
I found the poem “Trust in Mind” to be quite helpful a put a translation of the full poem in the 
appendix). On the power of poetry Red Pine wrote “For poetry has the ability to point us 
toward the truth then stand aside, while prose stands in the doorway relating all the wonders 
on the other side but rarely lets us pass.”  
 
Another translation of the poem, by Stanley Lombardo, is available at: 
http://kansaszencenter.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/Hsin-Hsin-Ming.pdf 
  



Appendix. Clarke translation of the Poem “Trust in Mind” from the book of the same name by 
Mu Soeng. The book has 10 different translations in its appendix, including Stanley Lombardo’s. 

 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 


